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o (57) Abstract: The invention relates to a position determining apparatus (6) for determining the position of an interventional instru
ment (1) within a subject(4). A spatial relation between positions of a second part(3) of the interventional instrument outside the
subject and a first part (2) of the interventional instrument within the subject is determined based on an actual image of the interven -

o tional instrument within the subject being preferentially an x-ray image and a provided position of the second part. Once the spatial
relation has been determined, the position of the interventional instrument within the subject can be determined, while the interven

o tional instrument is moved within the subject,based on the determined spatial relation and a determined actual position of the second
part outside the subject, without necessarily acquiring a further actual image. This can allow for a reduction of a radiation dose, if x-
rays are used for acquiring the actual image.



Position determining apparatus

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to a position determining apparatus, a position

determining method, and a position determining computer program for determining the

position of an interventional instrument within a subject. The invention relates further to an

interventional system, an interventional method and an interventional computer program for

performing an interventional procedure.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In interventional procedures generally an x-ray fluoroscopy system is used for

generating x-ray fluoroscopy images, which show an interventional instrument within a

patient. The position of the interventional instrument, in particular, the position of the tip of

the interventional instrument, is then determined based on the x-ray fluoroscopy image and

shown on a display for allowing a physician to perform the interventional procedure under

guidance of the determined and shown position of the interventional instrument. The

necessity to apply x-rays for determining the position of the interventional instrument within

the patient leads to a relatively high radiation dose applied to the patient and to the personnel

performing the interventional procedure.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide a position determining

apparatus, a position determining method and a position determining computer program for

determining the position of an interventional instrument within a subject, wherein the

radiation dose applied to the subject can be reduced. It is a further object of the present

invention to provide an interventional system, an interventional method and an interventional

computer program for performing an interventional procedure, which use the position

apparatus.

In a first aspect of the present invention a position determining apparatus for

determining the position of an interventional instrument within a subject is presented,

wherein the interventional instrument comprises a first part to be introduced into the subject



and a second part to be outside of the subject, when the first part is introduced into the

subject, wherein the position determining apparatus comprises:

an image data set providing unit for providing an image data set of the interior

of the subject,

an instrument position providing unit for determining a position of the second

part of the interventional instrument,

an actual image providing unit for providing an actual image of the

interventional instrument within the subject,

a spatial relation determining unit for determining a spatial relation between

the positions of the second part outside the subject and the first part within the subject based

on the actual image and the position of the second part, and

a position determining unit for determining the position of the first part within

the provided image data set depending on the position of the second part and the spatial

relation between the first part and the second part.

Since the spatial relation determining unit determines the spatial relation

between the position of the second part outside the subject and the first part within the subject

based on the actual image and the position of the second part, wherein the position

determining unit determines the position of the first part within the provided image data set

depending on the position of the second part and the spatial relation between the first part and

the second part, the actual image, which will generally be generated by applying a radiation

dose to the subject, is only needed for determining the spatial relation, but not for

determining the position of the first part. Thus, once the spatial relation has been determined,

the interventional instrument can be moved within the subject and the position of the

interventional instrument within the subject can be determined based on the actual position of

the second part outside the subject and the determined spatial relation, without necessarily

requiring the generation of a further actual image. This allows reducing a radiation dose

applied to the subject, if radiation is used for acquiring the actual image of the interventional

instrument within the subject.

The interventional instrument is preferentially a needle or a catheter.

The image data set is preferentially a three-dimensional image data set like a

computed tomography, magnetic resonance, ultrasound, single photon emission computed

tomography, positron emission tomography et cetera data set. The image data set providing

unit can comprise a storing unit, in which the image data set is stored already and from which

the image data set can be provided. The image data set providing unit can also be a receiving



unit for receiving the image data set via a wired or wireless data connection and for providing

the received image data set. The image data set providing unit can also be the respective

imaging modality itself.

The actual image providing unit is preferentially an x-ray imaging unit for

acquiring an actual x-ray projection image of the interventional instrument within the subject.

The actual image is preferentially a two-dimensional x-ray fluoroscopy image.

The position determining apparatus preferentialy further comprises a display

unit for displaying a representation of the first part at the determined position of the first part

within the provided image data set.

In an interventional procedure it is generally important to know the position of

the tip of the interventional instrument within the subject. The determined spatial relation

provides therefore preferentially a spatial relation between one or several marks on the

second part of the interventional instrument and the tip of the interventional instrument. The

marks on the second part of the interventional instrument depend on the technique used by

the instrument position providing unit for providing the position of the second part of the

interventional instrument. For instance, the marks can be light sources like infrared light

sources, wherein the instrument position providing unit can acquire at least two images of the

light sources in different directions, detect the light sources in the at least two images and

determine the position of the second part based on the positions of the detected light sources

in the at least two images.

The subject is preferentially a living being like a patient or like an animal,

wherein the position determining apparatus can be adapted to determine the position of the

tip of, for instance, a needle or a catheter within the living being during a biopsy procedure,

an ablation procedure, et cetera.

The provided image data set, the determined position of the second part and

the actual image of at least the first part of the interventional instrument within the subject are

preferentially related to or can be related to the same reference coordinate system, in order to

allow the spatial relation determining unit to determine the spatial relation between the first

and second parts and the position determining unit to determine the position of the first part

within the provided image data set.

In an embodiment, the actual image is a two-dimensional image acquired by

the actual image providing unit being a fluoroscopy imaging unit whose position can also be

determined by the instrument position providing unit or by another position determining unit

with respect to a three-dimensional reference coordinate system, wherein the spatial relation



determining unit determines the two-dimensional position of the tip of the interventional

instrument based on the two-dimensional image and converts the two-dimensional position to

a three-dimensional position within the three-dimensional reference coordinate system.

Moreover, preferentially the instrument position providing unit also determines the position

of the second part with respect to the three-dimensional reference coordinate system, wherein

the spatial relation determining unit determines the spatial relation between the first part and

the second part depending on the determined positions of the first and second parts.

It is preferred that the spatial relation determining unit is adapted to determine

the position of the distal tip of the interventional instrument based on the actual image and to

determine a spatial relation between the position of the second part outside the subject, in

particular, of markers on the second part, and the position of the first part by determining a

spatial relation between the position of the second part outside the subject and the determined

position of the distal tip within the subject, wherein the position determining unit is adapted

to determine the position of the distal tip within the provided image data set depending on the

position of the second part and the spatial relation between the distal tip and the second part.

In particular, the actual image providing unit can be adapted to provide an actual image of the

interventional instrument within the subject, which shows the distal tip of the first part of the

interventional instrument, wherein the spatial relation determining unit is adapted to

determine the position of the distal tip within the subject by detecting the distal tip in the

actual image. This allows accurately determining the position of the distal tip of the

interventional instrument within the subject.

The spatial relation determining unit can provide a graphical user interface for

allowing a user to indicate the position of the distal tip in the actual image for detecting the

position of the distal tip, and/or the spatial relation determining unit can be adapted to use

known segmentation techniques, for example, based on thresholding, for detecting the

position of the distal tip in the actual image.

The first part of the interventional instrument is preferentially longish and

bendable. In an embodiment, it has a known length within the subject, wherein the spatial

relation determining unit is adapted to detect the shape, in particular, a bending, of the

interventional instrument within the subject and to determine the position of the distal tip

within the subject depending on the detected shape within the subject and the known length

within the subject. Moreover, the actual image may show only an intermediate region of the

first part of the interventional instrument within the subject, wherein the spatial relation

determining unit can be adapted to detect the shape of the intermediate region, thereby



detecting a pathway of the intermediate region within the subject, and to determine the

position of the distal tip by extrapolating the detected pathway to the end of the known length

within the subject. This allows determining the position of the distal tip within the subject

accurately, even if the distal tip itself is not visible in the actual image.

In an embodiment, the spatial relation determining unit is adapted to perform

an optical shape sensing procedure for determining a spatial relation between the position of

the second part outside the subject and the first part within the subject, wherein the spatial

relation is determined based on the shape of the first part within the subject and the position

of the second part outside the subject, wherein the shape of the first part within the subject is

determined by optical shape sensing with the constraint that the determined shape of the first

part has to correspond to the shape of the first part shown in the actual image. The actual

image can therefore be used for improving the accuracy of an optical shape sensing

procedure. The optical shape sensing procedure can be performed in accordance with the

procedure disclosed in WO 201 1/141829 Al, which is herewith incorporated by reference.

Preferentally, the actual image providing unit is adapted to provide at least two

actual images, which have been acquired in different acquisition directions, wherein the

spatial relation determining unit is adapted to determine the position of the first part within

the subject based on the provided at least two actual images. This further increases the

accuracy of determining the spatial relation and, thus, of determining the position of the first

part within the subject.

In a preferred embodiment, the spatial relation determining unit is adapted to

determine the spatial relation by correcting an initially provided spatial relation based on the

first part within the subject shown in the actual image and the position of the second part. The

use of an accurately determined initial spatial relation for determining an actual spatial

relation can further increase the accuracy of determining the spatial relation and, thus, of

determining the position of the first part within the subject.

The determined spatial relation provides preferentially a spatial relation

between one or several marks on the second part of the interventional instrument and one or

several locations on the first part. For instance, the spatial relation can be a spatial relation

between one or several marks on the second part of the interventional instrument and the

distal tip of the interventional instrument. For determining the spatial relation the position of

the tip and/or the shape of the interventional instrument within the subject can be detected in

the actual image, wherein this position and/or shape information can be used for determining

the spatial relation between the second part outside the subject and the first part within the



subject. In an embodiment, the spatial relation is initially provided by positioning the tip of

the interventional instrument at a known reference location and by determining the position

of the one or several marks on the second part.

It is further preferred that the instrument position providing unit is adapted to

determine the position of the second part of the interventional instrument by at least one of an

optical or magnetic technique. For instance, for determining the position of the second part of

the interventional instrument, in particular, for tracking the second part of the interventional

instrument, while the interventional instrument is moved, the instrument position providing

unit can be adapted to use the optical tracking methods disclosed in WO 1999/056654 Al,

which is herewith incorporated by reference. In particular, the second part of the

interventional instrument can comprise infrared light sources as markers located at positions,

in particular which are known with respect to the interventional instrument, wherein the

instrument position providing unit can comprise at least two cameras for generating images

showing the infrared light sources and determine the position of the second part of the

interventional instrument depending on the positions of the infrared light sources in the

generated images.

In a further aspect of the present invention an interventional system for

performing an interventional procedure is presented, wherein the interventional system

comprises:

an interventional instrument for performing an interventional procedure within

a subject, and

a position determining apparatus for determining the position of the

interventional instrument within the subject as defined in claim 1.

In a further aspect of the present invention a position determining method for

determining the position of an interventional instrument within a subject is presented,

wherein the interventional instrument comprises a first part to be introduced into the subject

and a second part to be outside of the subject, when the first part is introduced into the

subject, wherein the position determining method comprises:

providing an image data set of the interior of the subject by an image data set

providing unit,

determining a position of the second part of the interventional instrument by

an instrument position providing unit,

providing an actual image of the interventional instrument within the subject

by an actual image providing unit,



determining a spatial relation between the positions of the second part outside

the subject and the first part within the subject based on the actual image and the position of

the second part by a spatial relation determining unit, and

determining the position of the first part within the provided image data set

depending on the position of the second part and the spatial relation between the first part and

the second part by a position determining unit.

In a further aspect of the present invention an interventional method for

performing an interventional procedure is presented, wherein the interventional method

comprises:

performing an interventional procedure within a subject by an interventional

instrument, and

determining the position of the interventional instrument within the subject as

defined in claim 12 by a position determining apparatus.

In a further aspect of the present invention a position determining computer

program for determining a position of an interventional instrument within a subject is

presented, wherein the position determining computer program comprises program code

means for causing a position determining apparatus as defined in claim 1 to carry out the

steps of the position determining method as defined in claim 12, when the computer program

is run on a computer controlling the position determining apparatus.

In a further aspect of the present invention an interventional computer program

for performing an interventional procedure is presented, wherein the interventional computer

program comprises program code means for causing an interventional system as defined in

claim 11 to carry out the steps of the interventional method as defined in claim 13, when the

computer program is run on a computer controlling the interventional system.

It shall be understood that the position determining apparatus of claim 1, the

interventional system of claim 11, the position determining method of claim 12, the

interventional method of claim 13, the position determining computer program of claim 14,

and the interventional computer program of claim 15 have similar and/or identical preferred

embodiments, in particular, as defined in the dependent claims.

It shall be understood that a preferred embodiment of the invention can also be

any combination of the dependent claims with the respective independent claim.

These and other aspects of the invention will be apparent from and elucidated

with reference to the embodiments described hereinafter.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the following drawings:

Fig. 1 shows schematically and exemplarily an embodiment of an

interventional system for performing an interventional procedure, and

Fig. 2 shows a flowchart exemplarily illustrating an embodiment of an

interventional method for performing an interventional procedure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Fig. 1 shows schematically and exemplarily an embodiment of an

interventional system 20 for performing an interventional procedure. The interventional

system 20 comprises an interventional instrument 1 being, in this embodiment, a needle for

performing an interventional procedure within a patient 4 being located on a table 5 . The

interventional system 20 further comprises a position determining apparatus 6 for

determining the position of the interventional instrument 1 within the patient 4 . The

interventional instrument 1 comprises a first part 2 to be introduced into the patient 4 and a

second part 3 to be outside of the patient 4, when the first part 2 is introduced into the patient

4 .

The position determining apparatus 6 comprises an image data set providing

unit 7 for providing an image data set of the interior of the patient 4, an instrument position

providing unit 8, 9, 10 for determining a position of the second part 3 of the interventional

instrument 1, and an actual image providing unit 11 for providing an actual image of the

interventional instrument 1 within the patient 4 . The position determining apparatus 6 further

comprises a spatial relation determining unit 15 for determining a spatial relation between the

position of the second part 3 outside the patient 4 and the first part 2 within the patient 4

based on the actual image and the position of the second part 3, and a position determining

unit 16 for determining the position of the first part 2 within the provided image data set

depending on the position of the second part 3 and the spatial relation between the first part 2

and the second part 3 .

The actual image providing unit 11 is an x-ray imaging unit for acquiring an

actual x-ray projection image of the interventional instrument 1 within the patient 4 during

the interventional procedure. In this embodiment, the actual image providing unit 11 is a C-

arm x-ray fluoroscopy system acquiring a two-dimensional x-ray fluoroscopy image for

providing the actual image of the interventional instrument 1 within the patient 4 . It

comprises an x-ray source 12 for generating x-rays 2 1 to be directed to a region within the



patient 4, where the interventional instrument 1 is located. The generated x-rays 1 traverse

the patient 4 and the traversed x-rays 22 are detected by an x-ray detection unit 13. The x-ray

source 12 and the x-ray detection unit 13 are mounted on a C-arm such that they can be

moved, in particular, rotated, with respect to the patient 4, in order to allow the actual image

providing unit 11 to provide an actual image showing a desired region within the patient 4 in

a desired direction. The x-ray source 12 and the x-ray detection unit 13 are controlled by a

fluoroscopy control unit 14.

The image data set is a three-dimensional image data set being, in this

embodiment, a three-dimensional computed tomography image data set. In other

embodiments, the image data set can also be a two-dimensional image data set. Moreover,

the image data set can be the image data set of another imaging modality like a magnetic

resonance, ultrasound, single photon emission computed tomography, positron emission

tomography, et cetera image data set. The image data set providing unit 7 is a storing unit, in

which the image data set is stored already and from which the image data set can be

provided. The image data set providing unit can also be a receiving unit for receiving the

image data set via a wired or wireless data connection and for providing the received image

data set. Moreover, in another embodiment, the image data set providing unit can also be the

respective imaging modality itself. In this embodiment, the actual image providing unit 11 is

adapted to acquire projection images of the patient 4 in different directions and to reconstruct

a computed tomography image as the provided image data set, which is stored in the stroring

unit, based on the projection data before performing the interventional procedure. However,

the image data set can also be generated by a computed tomography system.

The instrument position providing unit is adapted to determine the position of

the second part 3 of the interventional instrument 1 optically. The instrument position

providing unit comprises two cameras 8, 9 for acquiring images of markers 23 attached to the

second part 3 of the interventional instrument 1. The markers 23 can be passive markers,

which do not actively send optical radiation to the cameras 8, 9, or they can be active

markers, i.e. light sources sending radiation to the cameras 8, 9. For instance, the markers 23

can be infrared light sources and the cameras 8, 9 can be infrared cameras for acquiring

infrared images showing the infrared light sources 23. The images acquired by the cameras 8,

9 are provided to an instrument position determining unit 10 for determining the position of

the second part 3 of the interventional instrument 1, in particular, of the marker 23 on the

second part 3, based on the positions of the markers 23 in the acquired images. If desired, the

position of the entire second part 3 can then be determined based on the known real positions



of the markers 23 with respect to the second part 3 of the interventional instrument 1 and the

determined positions of the markers 23. For determining the position of the second part 3

based on the images acquired by the cameras 8, 9 known tracking algorithms can be used like

the tracking algorithm disclosed in WO 1999/056654 Al, which is herewith incorporated by

reference. Also other known optical or non-optical, for instance, magnetic, tracking

techniques can be used for determining the position of the second part 3 of the interventional

instrument 1 outside of the patient 4 .

In this embodiment, the spatial relation determining unit 15 is adapted to

determine the position of the distal tip 1 of the interventional instrument 1 based on the

actual image and to determine a spatial relation between the position of the second part 3

outside the patient 4 and the position of the first part 2 by determining a spatial relation

between the position of the second part 3, in particular, of the markers 23 of the second part,

outside the patient 4 and the determined position of the distal tip 17 within the patient 4,

wherein the position determining unit 16 is adapted to determine the position of the distal tip

17 within the provided image data set depending on the position of the second part 3 and the

spatial relation between the distal tip 17 and the second part 3 . In particular, the actual image

providing unit 11 is adapted to provide an actual image of the interventional instrument 1

within the patient 4, which shows the distal tip 17 of the first part 2 of the interventional

instrument 1, wherein the spatial relation determining unit 15 is adapted to determine the

position of the distal tip 17 within the subject 4 by detecting the distal tip 17 in the actual

image. The spatial relation determining unit 15 can provide a graphical user interface for

allowing a user to indicate the position of the distal tip 17 in the actual image for detecting

the position of the distal tip 17 and/or the spatial relation determining unit 15 can be adapted

to use known segmentation techniques, for example, based on thresholding, for detecting the

position of the distal tip 17 in the actual image.

The determination of the spatial relation can be performed by correcting an

initially provided spatial relation based on the first part 2 within the patient 4 shown in the

actual image and the position of the second part 3 . For determining the initial spatial relation

the distal tip 17 of the interventional instrument 1 can be located at a known location outside

of the patient 4 before the interventional procedure is performed, while the position of the

second part 3, in particular, of the markers 23, is determined by the instrument position

providing unit 8, 9, 10. Thus, the initial spatial relation can be provided by a calibration

procedure, wherein the tip 17 is placed at a known reference point.



In particular, based on the determined position of the second part 3 of the

interventional instrument 1 and the initially provided spatial relation an uncorrected position

of the distal tip 1 within the patient 4 can be determined during the interventional procedure.

A projection plane can be defined, which contains this uncorrected position and which is

perpendicular to the axis of the fluoroscopy system 11 connecting the x-ray source 1 and the

x-ray detector 13. On this projection plane the real position of the distal tip 1 in the actual

image, i.e. in the fluoroscopy image, can be virtually projected, whereupon an offset between

the uncorrected distal tip position and the real distal tip position can be determined. This

offset can be added to the initial spatial relation between the distal tip and the second part, in

particular, between the distal tip and the markers on the second part, for correcting the spatial

relation, thereby determining the actual spatial relation between the position of the second

part 3 outside the patient 4 and the position of the first part 2 within the subject 4 .

The cameras 8, 9 are rigidly attached to the x-ray detector 13 such that the

instrument position providing unit 8, 9, 10 and the actual image providing unit 11 are

registered with respect to each other, i.e. the relevant positions of the first and second parts,

in particular, of the markers on the second part and of the distal tip, are known with respect to

a same reference coordinate system, in which the detection and determination procedures can

be performed. Alternatively or in addition, cameras can be rigidly attached to a C-arm

holding the x-ray source 12 and the x-ray detector 13. If in another embodiment the

instrument position providing unit and the actual image providing unit are not rigidly

attached to each other, they can be registered by other means. For instance, the instrument

position providing unit can also be adapted to determine the position of the actual image

providing unit, in particular, of the fluoroscopy system 11, in order to register the actual

image providing unit and the instrument position providing unit with respect to each other.

For determining the position of the actual image providing unit the actual image providing

unit can comprise markers, which can be detected by the instrument position providing unit.

The provided image data set is registered with respect to the positions and

images provided by the instrument position providing unit and the actual image providing

unit. This registration can automatically be achieved, if, for instance, the actual image

providing unit 11 is not only used for providing one or several actual images, but also used

for providing projection data, which are used for reconstructing the image data set, i.e., in this

embodiment, the x-ray computed tomography image data set. Alternatively or in addition,

other registration techniques can be used for registering the image data set of the interior of

the patient 4 with the positions and images provided by the instrument position providing unit



and the actual image providing unit. For instance, features being visible in the actual image

and the image data set, can be used for registering the actual image and the image data set

with respect to each other.

The position determining apparatus 6 further comprises a display unit 19 for

displaying a representation of the first part 2, in particular, of the distal tip 17, at the

determined position within the provided image data set, i.e., in this embodiment, within the

three-dimensional computed tomography image data set.

The fluoroscopy system 11 can provide two or more actual images, i.e. two or

more two-dimensional x-ray fluoroscopy images, which have been acquired in different

acquisition directions, wherein the spatial relation determining unit 15 can be adapted to

determine the position of the first part 2, in particular, the position of the distal tip 17, within

the patient 4 based on the provided at least two actual images.

The first part 2 of the interventional instrument 1 is preferentially a longish,

bendable part. In an embodiment, the length of the part of the interventional instrument 1

within the patient 4 is known and the actual image does not show the distal tip 17 of the

interventional instrument. The length of the interventional instrument 1 within the patient 4

can be known, for instance, from markers, which are just outside the patient 4 and to which

the respective length within the patient 4 has been assigned, or the length of the

interventional instrument outside of the patient 4 can be determined and subtracted from the

overall length of the interventional instrument 1. In this embodiment, the spatial relation

determining unit 15 can be adapted to detect the shape, in particular, the bending, of the

interventional instrument 1 within the patient 4 and to determine the position of the distal tip

17 within the patient 4 depending on the detected shape within the patient 4 and the known

length within the patient 4 . The actual image may only show an intermediate region of the

first part 2 of the interventional instrument 1 within the patient 4, wherein the spatial relation

determining unit 15 may be adapted to detect the shape of the intermediate region, thereby

detecting a pathway of the intermediate region within the patient 4, and to determine the

position of the distal tip 17 by extrapolating the detected pathway to the end of the known

length within the patient 4 .

In a further embodiment, the spatial relation determining unit can be adapted

to perform an optical shape sensing procedure for determining a spatial relation between the

position of the second part 3 outside the patient 4 and the first part 2 within the patient 4,

wherein the spatial relation is determined based on the shape of the first part 2 within the

patient 4 and the position of the second part 3 outside the patient 4 and wherein the shape of



the first part 2 within the patient 4 is determined by optical shape sensing with the constraint

that the determined shape of the first part 2 has to correspond to the shape of the first part 2

shown in the actual image. In particular, the shape of the first part 2 determined by optical

shape sensing can be virtually projected onto the two-dimensional detection surface of the x-

ray detection unit 13, wherein the optical shape sensing procedure can determine the shape

of the first part 2 within the patient 4 such that the projected shape is similar to the shape of

the first part detected in the actual image. For performing the optical shape sensing procedure

the interventional instrument can comprise optical fibers and the interventional instrument is

connected via an optional optical connection 18 with the spatial relation determining unit for

allowing the spatia relation determining unit to determine the shape of the first part of the

interventional instrument within the patient. The known optical shape sensing technique is

based on an iterative reconstruction of the three-dimensional fiber shape based on

measurements on strain in the optical fibers. For a more detailed description of this known

optical shape sensing procedure reference is made to, for instance, WO 201 1/141829 Al,

which is herewith incorporated by reference.

In the following an embodiment of an interventional method for performing an

interventional procedure will exemplarily be described with reference to a flowchart shown

in Fig. 2 .

In step 101, an image data set of the interior of a patient is provided by the

image data set providing unit 7 . In particular, a three-dimensional computed tomography

image of the patient 4 is provided. In step 102, an interventional procedure within the patient

4 is performed by using the interventional instrument 1. For instance, a needle is introduced

into the patient 4 . Then, in step 103, a position of the second part of the interventional

instrument is determined by the instrument position providing unit 8, 9, 10, and in step 104

an actual image of the interventional instrument within the patient 4 is provided by the actual

image providing unit 11. In step 105, a spatial relation between the position of the second

part outside the patient and the first part within the patient is determined based on the actual

image and the position of the second part by the spatial relation determining unit 15. In step

106, the position of the first part within the provided image data set is determined depending

on the position of the second part and the spatial relation between the first part and the

second part by the position determining unit 16, wherein in step 107 the display unit 19

displays the provided image data set with the determined position of the first part.

In other embodiments, these steps can be performed in another order. For

instance, the position of the second part of the interventional instrument can be determined



after the provision of the actual image, or these determination and provision operations can

be performed simultaneously. Moreover, also steps 105 and 106 can be performed

simultaneously. For instance, the spatial relation can be determined by correcting an

uncorrected determined position of the first part within the patient, which has been

determined based on an initially provided spatial relation, wherein based on the actual

position of the first part shown in the actual image, the determined position of the first part

can be corrected, thereby simultaneously correcting and, thus, determining the spatial relation

and the position of first part within the patient. If the interventional procedure continues, for

instance, if the interventional instrument is further moved within the patient, the actual

position of the first part, in particular of the distal tip of the interventional instrument, can be

determined based on the corrected spatial relation and the actual position of the second part,

without necessarily requiring a further actual image, in particular, without requiring a further

x-ray fluoroscopy image.

Steps 102 to 107 can be regarded as being the steps of a position determining

method for determining the position of an interventional instrument within a subject.

Interventional device tracking, i.e. interventional instrument tracking, during

minimally invasive procedures in a human body is important, in order to be able to reach

accurately a correct location for diagnosis or treatment. A way to track the interventional

device is by using x-ray guidance. Although tracking can be performed with x-ray guidance,

a drawback is the x-ray dose that is applied to both, the patient and the physician. In order to

reduce this x-ray dose, optical guidance has been introduced based on several cameras

attached to the detector of the x-ray device as disclosed in, for instance, WO 1999/056654

Al . This optical guidance allows instrument tracking without x-ray dose based on three-

dimensional imaging of the interventional device outside of the patient and on the three-

dimensional imaging of the patient. A drawback of this optical technique is that the inside of

the body can not be seen and the tracking of the device is therefore based on what can be

seen outside of the body. A problem that arises with this known optical guidance method is

the moment the interventional device is deforming, for instance, the bending of a needle

during insertion, the optical guidance method becomes less accurate.

The position determining apparatus described above with reference to Fig. 1

can improve the localization of the distal tip of the interventional device when tracked

optically, while minimizing the required x-ray dose. The position determining apparatus can

solve the prior art problem of an inaccurate localization of the tip of the interventional

instrument by performing the interventional instrument tracking with the optical markers



described in WO 1999/056654 Al, wherein during the insertion of the interventional

instrument at least one actual image, i.e. at least one two-dimensional x-ray fluoroscopy

image, is taken, wherein from this image the bending of the interventional instrument or the

actual position of the tip of the interventional instrument is inferred and wherein the bending

or the actual position of the tip is used in the optical tracking to correct the prediction of the

tip of the interventional instrument inside the body. In case during the further insertion of the

interventional instrument bending deviating from the previous detected bending or a bending

leading to a tip position being different to the predicted tip position is expected, a physician

can perform an additional update of determining the deformation of the interventional

instrument or of determining the actual tip position, in order to obtain a more accurate optical

guidance. Thus, based on the actual image a spatial relation between the outer part of the

interventional instrument being outside of the patient, in particular, between markers on this

outside part of the interventional instrument, and the tip within the patient can be corrected,

wherein the optical guidance can then be based on this corrected spatial relation, thereby

improving the accuracy of the optical guidance. For determining the deformation of the

interventional instrument and/or the position of the tip within the patient, preferentially two

fluoroscopy images are taken with different angles.

The interventional system can be adapted to co-register the instrument position

providing unit being preferentially an optical guidance system, the actual image providing

unit being preferentially a fluoroscopy system, and the image data set being, for instance, a

three-dimensional image data set from a computed tomography system, a magnetic resonance

imaging system or a combined positron emission tomography and computed tomography

imaging system. A trajectory, along which the interventional instrument should be inserted

into the patient, and/or a location of interest, to which the interventional instrument should be

navigated, can be determined in the provided image data set. In particular, a user can indicate

the trajectory and/or the location of interest in the image data set, which may be shown on the

display unit 19, by using, for instance, a graphical user interface and input means like a

keyboard or a mouse. The interventional system can also comprise a trajectory and/or

location of interest determining unit for automatically determining the trajectory and/or the

location of interest. The user can then guide the interventional instrument along the

determined trajectory and/or towards the location of interest by using the instrument position

providing unit being preferentially an optical guidance system, wherein the determination of

the position of the interventional instrument within the patient is based on the visible second

part of the interventional instrument outside the body. Then, an actual image being



preferentially a fluoroscopy image of the partially inserted interventional instrument can be

acquired and can be used to determine the bending of the first part within the body and/or the

position of the distal tip within the body. The bending information and/or the information

about the actual position of the distal tip of the interventional instrument can then be used for

correcting the optical guidance of the interventional instrument. The further guidance of the

interventional instrument towards a desired location within the body can then be performed

based on the corrected optical guidance, which uses a corrected spatial relation between the

visible outer second part of the interventional instrument and the inner first part of the

interventional instrument.

The interventional instrument can be registered with the instrument position

providing unit being preferentially an optical tracking system by placing the tip of the

interventional instrument against a known reference point and by measuring the location of

markers on the second part of the interventional instrument relative to the reference point.

Due to deflection or bending of the interventional instrument during use the tip location may

differ from the calibrated position such that in known interventional systems the tracking

may be inaccurate. However, by using the interventional system described above with

reference to Fig. 1 the position of the tip within the patient can accurately be determined,

even if the interventional instrument is deflected or bent.

In particular, after the interventional instrument has been calibrated by a

physician by placing the tip of the interventional instrument at a known reference point, a

target location within the patient can be determined. The interventional instrument can then

partially be inserted into the patient, wherein the position of the tip of the interventional

instrument can be determined based on a determined position of the outer second part of the

interventional instrument and an initial spatial relation between the second part outside the

patient, in particular, the markers of the second part outside the patient, and the tip of the

interventional instrument as determined by the calibration of the position determining

apparatus. Then, an actual image, i.e. preferentially a fluoroscopy image, can be acquired,

wherein the fluoroscopy image shows the tip of the interventional instrument. The two-

dimensional location of the tip of the interventional instrument in the actual image can be

determined either manually or automatically by means of computer vision algorithms, and

can be converted to a three-dimensional reference coordinate system by combining the pose

of the actual image providing unit, in particular, of the fluoroscopy system, and the tracked

interventional instrument. Both poses can be provided by the instrument position providing

unit, in particular, by the optical tracking system, and/or by position encoders. Then, the



calibration of the interventional instrument, i.e. the spatial relation defining the location of

the tip of the interventional instrument relative to the markers of the second part of the

interventional instrument, can be updated by adjusting the tip location perpendicular to the

axis of the actual image providing unit, i.e. by adjusting the tip location within or parallel to

the image plane. If desired, at least one additional actual image from a different angular

direction, in particular, from an angular direction being perpendicular to the angular direction

of the first actual image, can be used for providing a full three-dimensional correction of the

tip location. The physician can then continue the interventional procedure under guidance of

the position determining apparatus, in particular, under optical guidance, by using the

updated instrument calibration, i.e. by using the updated spatial relation between the markers

on the second part of the interventional instrument and the tip of the interventional

instrument. Thus, while the physician navigates the interventional instrument within the

patient, the display unit can show the determined position of the tip of the interventional

instrument within the patient in the provided three-dimensional image data set being

preferentially a three-dimensional computed tomography image data set, wherein the

determination of the position of the tip within the patient is based on the corrected spatial

relation. The acquisition of the actual image, the correction of the spatial relation based on

the actual image and, thus, the correction of the determined tip position within the patient can

be repeated as desired.

Instead of performing an initial calibration procedure for determining an initial

spatial relation between the second part, in particular, markers of the second part, and the tip

of the interventional instrument, the position determining method and the interventional

method may be performed without such an initial calibration. For instance, if the

interventional instrument is a longish instrument like a needle, the position determining unit

can determine firstly an approximate tip location being defined by a line, which is determined

as an extension of the second part of the interventional instrument outside of the patient in the

direction determined by the instrument position providing unit. The interventional instrument

may partly be inserted into the patient, while the display unit may show the approximate tip

location, i.e. a corresponding line, within the provided image data set showing the interior of

the patient. The physician can mark the target depths on the interventional instrument and

stop insertion well before the target would be reached.

If the length of the interventional instrument within the patient is unknown,

without using the actual image of the interventional instrument within the patient the position

determining unit can only determine the approximate tip location defined by the extension



line, but not the exact position of the tip of the interventional instrument. However, the

spatial relation determining unit can determine the spatial relation between the tip of the

interventional instrument and markers on the second part of the interventional instrument

based on the determined position of the second part of the interventional instrument, in

particular, of the markers on the second part, and the actual image showing the tip of the

interventional instrument. The further guidance of the physician can then be based on the

determined spatial relation, i.e. the position determining unit can determine the position of

the tip within the provided image data set depending on the position of the second part of the

interventional instrument and the spatial relation between the tip of the interventional

instrument and the second part, wherein the determined position of the tip within the image

data set can be shown on the display unit, in order to allow the physician to navigate the

interventional instrument based on the actual position of the tip within the patient as shown

on the display unit.

As an add-on to the position determining apparatus an extrapolation of

instrument deformation can be performed. Some interventional instruments like a needle with

an asymmetric tip tend to drift to one direction. From at least one actual image the needle's

curvature can be extracted and used to predict the amount and direction of the drift. As the

needle is inserted, the predicted tip location can be updated as a function of the drift and the

inserted length. By updating the predicted tip location the spatial relation between the tip of

the interventional instrument and the second part of the interventional instrument is updated,

wherein the updated spatial relation can be used for determining the position of the tip of the

interventional instrument, while the interventional instrument is further navigated to a desired

location.

The interventional system can comprise a warning unit for providing a

warning, if the determined position of the first part of the interventional instrument deviates

from a planned trajectory.

Although in the above described embodiments the instrument position

providing unit comprises an optical tracking system using two cameras, in other

embodiments the instrument position providing unit can also comprise another optical or

non-optical tracking system like the mentioned optical shape sensing system, electro

magnetic tracking systems, articulated arms, radio frequency tracking systems et cetera.

The interventional system and the position determining apparatus can be used

during minimally invasive procedures requiring device tracking by x-ray such as needle

biopsies, radio frequency ablations, et cetera.



Other variations to the disclosed embodiments can be understood and effected

by those skilled in the art in practicing the claimed invention, from a study of the drawings,

the disclosure, and the appended claims.

In the claims, the word "comprising" does not exclude other elements or steps,

and the indefinite article "a" or "an" does not exclude a plurality.

A single unit or device may fulfill the functions of several items recited in the

claims. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different dependent claims

does not indicate that a combination of these measures cannot be used to advantage.

Determinations like the determination of the spatial relation and the

determination of the position of the first part within the subject performed by one or several

units or devices can be performed by any other number of units or devices. For instance,

steps 105 and 106 can be performed by a single unit or by any other number of different

units. The determinations and/or the control of the interventional system in accordance with

the interventional method and/or the control of the position determining apparatus in

accordance with the position determining method can be implemented as program code

means of a computer program and/or as dedicated hardware.

A computer program may be stored/distributed on a suitable medium, such as

an optical storage medium or a solid-state medium, supplied together with or as part of other

hardware, but may also be distributed in other forms, such as via the Internet or other wired

or wireless telecommunication systems.

Any reference signs in the claims should not be construed as limiting the

scope.

The invention relates to a position determining apparatus for determining the

position of an interventional instrument within a subject. A spatial relation between positions

of a second part of the interventional instrument outside the subject and a first part of the

interventional instrument within the subject is determined based on an actual image of the

interventional instrument within the subject being preferentially an x-ray image and a

provided position of the second part. Once the spatial relation has been determined, the

position of the interventional instrument within the subject can be determined, while the

interventional instrument is moved within the subject, based on the determined spatial

relation and a determined actual position of the second part outside the subject, without

necessarily acquiring a further actual image. This can allow for a reduction of a radiation

dose, if x-rays are used for acquiring the actual image.



CLAIMS:

1. A position determining apparatus for determining the position of an

interventional instrument within a subject, wherein the interventional instrument (1)

comprises a first part (2) to be introduced into the subject (4) and a second part (3) to be

outside of the subject (4), when the first part (2) is introduced into the subject (4), the

position determining apparatus (6) comprising:

an image data set providing unit (7) for providing an image data set of the

interior of the subject (4),

an instrument position providing unit (8, 9, 10) for determining a position of

the second part (3) of the interventional instrument (1),

an actual image providing unit ( 11) for providing an actual image of the

interventional instrument (1) within the subject (4),

a spatial relation determining unit (15) for determining a spatial relation

between the positions of the second part (3) outside the subject (4) and the first part (2)

within the subject (4) based on the actual image and the position of the second part (3), and

a position determining unit (16) for determining the position of the first part

(2) within the provided image data set depending on the position of the second part (3) and

the spatial relation between the first part (2) and the second part (3).

2 . The position determining apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein the spatial

relation determining unit (15) is adapted to determine the position of the distal tip (17) of the

interventional instrument (1) based on the actual image and to determine a spatial relation

between the position of the second part (3) outside the subject (4) and the position of the first

part (2) by determining a spatial relation between the position of the second part (3) outside

the subject (4) and the determined position of the distal tip (17) within the subject (4),

wherein the position determining unit (16) is adapted to determine the position of the distal

tip (17) within the provided image data set depending on the position of the second part (3)

and the spatial relation between the distal tip (17) and the second part (3).



3 . The position determining apparatus as defined in claim 2, wherein the actual

image providing unit ( 11) is adapted to provide an actual image of the interventional

instrument (1) within the subject (4), which shows the distal tip (17) of the first part (2) of the

interventional instrument (1), wherein the spatial relation determining unit (15) is adapted to

determine the position of the distal tip (17) within the subject (4) by detecting the distal tip

(17) in the actual image.

4 . The position determining apparatus as defined in claim 2, wherein the first part

(2) of the interventional instrument (1) is a longish, bendable part having a known length

within the subject (4), wherein the spatial relation determining unit (15) is adapted to detect

the shape of the interventional instrument (1) within the subject (4) and to determine the

position of the distal tip (17) within the subject (4) depending on the detected shape within

the subject (4) and the known length within the subject (4).

5 . The position determining apparatus as defined in claim 4, wherein the actual

image shows an intermediate region of the first part (2) of the interventional instrument (1)

within the subject (4), wherein the spatial relation determining unit (15) is adapted to detect

the shape of the intermediate region, thereby detecting a pathway of the intermediate region

within the subject (4), and to determine the position of the distal tip (17) by extrapolating the

detected pathway to the end of the known length within the subject (4).

6 . The position determining apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein the spatial

relation determining unit (15) is adapted to perform an optical shape sensing procedure for

determining a spatial relation between the position of the second part (3) outside the subject

(4) and the first part (2) within the subject (4), wherein the spatial relation is determined

based on the shape of the first part (2) within the subject (4) and the position of the second

part (3) outside the subject (4), wherein the shape of the first part (2) within the subject (4) is

determined by optical shape sensing with the constraint that the determined shape of the first

part (2) has to correspond to the shape of the first part (2) shown in the actual image.

7 . The position determining apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein the actual

image providing unit ( 11) is adapted to provide at least two actual images, which have been

acquired in different acquisition directions, and wherein the spatial relation determining unit



(15) is adapted to determine the position of the first part (2) within the subject based on the

provided at least two actual images.

8. The position determining apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein the spatial

relation determining unit (15) is adapted to determine the spatial relation by correcting an

initially provided spatial relation based on the first part (2) within the subject (4) shown in the

actual image and the position of the second part (3).

9 . The position determining apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein the

instrument position providing unit (8, 9, 10) is adapted to determine the position of the

second part of the interventional instrument by at least one of an optical or magnetic

technique.

10. The position determining apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein the position

determining apparatus (6) further comprises a display unit (19) for displaying a

representation of the first part (2) at the determined position of the first part (2) within the

provided image data set.

11. An interventional system for performing an interventional procedure, the

interventional system (20) comprising:

an interventional instrument (1) for performing an interventional procedure

within a subject (4), and

a position determining apparatus (6) for determining the position of the

interventional instrument (1) within the subject (4) as defined in claim 1.

12. A position determining method for determining the position of an

interventional instrument (1) within a subject (4), wherein the interventional instrument (1)

comprises a first part (2) to be introduced into the subject (4) and a second part (3) to be

outside of the subject (4), when the first part (2) is introduced into the subject (4), the

position determining method comprising:

providing an image data set of the interior of the subject (4) by an image data

set providing unit (7),

determining a position of the second part (3) of the interventional instrument

(1) by an instrument position providing unit (8, 9, 10),



providing an actual image of the interventional instrument (1) within the

subject (4) by an actual image providing unit ( 11),

determining a spatial relation between the positions of the second part (3)

outside the subject (4) and the first part (2) within the subject (4) based on the actual image

and the position of the second part by a spatial relation determining unit (15), and

determining the position of the first part (2) within the provided image data set

depending on the position of the second part (3) and the spatial relation between the first part

(2) and the second part (3) by a position determining unit (16).

13. An interventional method for performing an interventional procedure, the

interventional method comprising:

performing an interventional procedure within a subject (4) by an

interventional instrument (1), and

determining the position of the interventional instrument (1) within the subject

(4) as defined in claim 12 by a position determining apparatus (16).

14. A position determining computer program for determining a position of an

interventional instrument within a subject, the position determining computer program

comprising program code means for causing a position determining apparatus (6) as defined

in claim 1 to carry out the steps of the position determining method as defined in claim 12,

when the computer program is run on a computer controlling the position determining

apparatus (6).

15. An interventional computer program for performing an interventional

procedure, the interventional computer program comprising program code means for causing

an interventional system (20) as defined in claim 11 to carry out the steps of the

interventional method as defined in claim 13, when the computer program is run on a

computer controlling the interventional system (1).
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